TRAVEL WITH ME...

IN MY DREAMS!!
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Dave Marquesen
pro·cras·ti·nate
To put off doing something, especially out of habitual carelessness or laziness.

That’s pretty much the story of this sketchbook. I received the book about 6 months ago, and managed to ‘not touch it’ until Jan 1, 2012. (As a result of spending my time on trivial pursuits, such as my real job, and several remodeling projects in my home).

So, as you will see, this book is mostly photo shopped versions of many of my past works, with a story added. It was kind of fun completing it though! Let me know what you think.

Dave Marquesen
(BrushMarQ)
I’m Mattie, and this is my best pal Mickey – we do everything together. We are always going somewhere together, that’s probably why you will usually see us from the behind. We love to Travel, even if it is usually in our Dreams!!
The good thing about Dreaming is that you can go places that may not even actually exist, like....

The Music Float - one of my favorite places to make Music!!
The Seaside Concert - with some very wild musicians!!
The Lonely Concert - accessible only by Blimp !!
The Cliffside Concert - a very picturesque spot!!
Mickey and I even took flying lessons, in our dreams, so we could see even more unique places and things, like....

One of those famous Flying Pigs. Now we know how he does it!!
The Stratosphere, where we saw sites that most don't know exist!!
Of course, dreams can sometimes be a little scary and uncomfortable, like...

A visit to a home in Earthquake country can be very scary!!
A trip through the West Virginia countryside on Halloween can be very disconcerting!!
We sometimes just Dream our way to unlikely places, to see unlikely sites, like....

Those giant Bears, fishing for salmon in their snorkeling gear!!
A visit to a seaside town, with very interesting architecture !!
Of course, we Travel the world in our dreams, to many familiar places, such as.....

France, where we see the Annecy River, with its' lovely village scenes along its' banks!!
Paris, with spring time views of the Eiffel Tower!!
We even dream of traveling to China, where we might visit well-known world sites, like...

The Great Wall, which we must have visited during the year of the Rat, in this image!!
The Li River, with many precipitous peaks and beautiful vegetation!!
Mickey and I, of course, travel the entire USA, with dreams of....

A lovely farm in a mountainous valley in Appalachia!!
A lake scene in up-state New York!!
The many frigid lakes in Minnesota!!
The entrance to Waipio Valley, on the Big Island!!
A picturesque chapel in Kona!!
The beautiful views from the South Rim of the Grand Canyon, in Arizona!!
The unique city and mountain views of Seattle!!
The many subway entrances in Manhattan, NYC !!
We even took a walk across the Brooklyn Bridge...
... to visit our friends at the ART HOUSE COOP in Brooklyn !!
And of course, we do plenty of Dream travel through our home state of California, with visits to places like....

The amazing mountain views from Yosemite Valley!!
The Mission at San Juan Capistrano, waiting for the swallows to return!!
And of course, a wild ride down the hills of San Francisco, in a jerky Cable Car!!
And the beautiful views of the Golden Gate Bridge!!
BUT WAIT !!! We don't have to dream-up these trips in San Francisco. That's our home town, where Mickey and I love to wander the hills and take in the sites for real !!! We always see things like....

A view of the City Skyline from Treasure Island!!
The Golden Gate Bridge, from the park in front of the Legion of Honor!!
The old ships parked at Aquatic Park!!

But after all our great times in San Francisco, we always return to our “Dream Travel”, to visit unique and mysterious places in the unknown!!

TRAVEL WITH ME - IN MY DREAMS....
Travel with me…in my dreams!!
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